
HOW DO I WRITE A BOOK FOR AMAZON

Amazon's Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) is a fast, easy and free way for authors and publishers to keep control and
publish their books worldwide on the Kindle.

Perrin and I followed the steps of Nick Loper's launch process from that guest post pretty closely. These
readers can give you a gigantic boost in early sales. Book descriptions: short versus long? Non-fictioneers can
and probably should go long. You maintain your name and brand, and can choose to sell other products if you
want. Paint us a fast picture of what we might get out of your book. To find out more, just Explore Our Club.
So you can go light, or you can go heavy. We store them in our fulfillment centers, and when a book is sold,
we handle the payments, wrap and ship the books, and take care of customer service and returns for you. Why
not go the whole hog? You can associate your name with top books to siphon some of the traffic that goes to
their names. The other, Bookouture, goes for very long, highly formatted ones. See what Steve did there? You
may think your launch happens when you publish your book on Amazon and put it up for sale. If all your
books are on fishing for example, a person interested in catching Bass might also be interested in catching
Rainbow Trout; so if you've written both these books you can get 2 sales instead of just one. So if you are a
book a year writer, or a writer who already has several titles published, you might see benefits to publishing
with Amazon that writers who are on a longer time frame may not. Read more about Kindle Direct Publishing.
Be imaginative. Personally, I prefer the latter model. I don't know about you, but I don't want to write a book
that only sells 1 copy a day. State Promise in Main Title Try to make it clear right away what the reader is
going to get from the book. And live webinars with literary agents and top book doctors. But then another
question looms. And it will get you from zero to sixty in no time at all. That means actual advertising as
opposed to just promotion which is the limit of what many authors get these days. Are you an expert in your
field? Also: no one ever talks about being rejected after getting a book deal! The reader is now intrigued with
what the small habits are but also knows that they are easily attainable. It will either solidify your decisions
made in steps 1 and 2, or may tell you to completely scrap the niche you've picked and try something else. It
has developed and continues to develop various methods of promoting books like the Kindle First program,
special offers for Kindle Fire owners, targeting emailing etc. Or do you want to follow the kitchen-sink model
favoured by Bookouture, an outstandingly successful British e-publisher? Amazon Publishing has some
amazing levers it can pull. There are lots of self-publishing services and self-publishing companies that can
help out in this processâ€¦but this is a step by step guide on how to do it on your own. I believe his title and
subtitle are a huge reason why its been a best selling book for quite some time now. Rent it. To display
optimally, read the guidelines to ensure your image is in the required formatting. Step Choose Categories The
more specific the niche your category falls into, the more likely it will be found by the right people. See how
Amazon Advantage compares with Selling on Amazon. Oh, and the same basic approach works with
non-fiction too. Personally, when it comes to fiction, I think you want to leave your readers in the story. Will
you develop your career? This step is so important. With Amazon Publishing, your books will not be in
bookstores. Please try again. For fiction, your mini-story should run to about words.


